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Making comics is a much more complex process than people expect. It's much more than writing a script and drawing images. There are many basic comic book steps that go by and it can take an army of workers to produce. From ideas to the press, we look at what goes into creating comics, so you can know what to
expect when creating your own. Ted Streshinsky Photo Archive/Getty Images Every comic begins with this. It may be a matter of how interesting what would happen if an ancient warrior met a space alien. It can be a concept like time travel. It can be based on character - like Captain Jaberwocky, a man with a monster
trapped inside! All this can easily become the basis of the comic book. This person, or group of people, creates a common history and dialogue of comics. It may be easy that this person came up with an idea or concept on their own, but that is not always the case. This person will give the basic structure, rhythm,
settings, characters, and plot to the comic. Sometimes the story will be fully fleshed out, with instructions on specific comic panels and characters. In other cases, the writer can give the main story, returning later to add appropriate dialogues. Once the story or story is finished, it goes to the pencil. As the name implies,
this person uses a pencil to create an art that goes with history. This is done in pencil so the artist can correct mistakes or change things on the fly. This person is responsible for the overall look of the comic and is a vital part of the process, as most comics are often judged solely on their works of art. This man takes the
artist's pencils and takes them to the final work of art. They cross the pencil lines in black ink and add depth to the art, giving it a more three-dimensional look. Inker also does a few other things, making it easy to copy and color, since sometimes pencils can be quite rough. Some pencils will do it themselves, but it takes a
different kind of skill than pencil uses. Although sometimes called a glorified tracer, the inker is a vital part of the process, giving the art a complete and complete look and is an artist in its own right. The colorist adds color, lighting and shading of the ink of the comic. Special attention to detail is crucial here, because if a
colorist doesn't use the right colors, people will notice. If the character's hair is brown in one scene, then the blonde is in another, people will be confused. A good colorist will take the ink page and turn it into something that really has life in it. While most of them do not sell as well as fully colored comics, many can, such
as Image Comics, Walking Without words to convey the story, your readers can very very very be lost. At this stage of comic production, the letterer adds words, sound effects, titles, signatures, bubble words, and thought bubbles. Some creators do it manually with the Ames Guide and T-Square assistant, but most
people do it through computers. Throughout this process, the editor monitors the quality of the products. If something is wrong, they get the creator or other person to fix the bug, sometimes even doing it yourself. The editor is the last line of defense to search for errors and ensure that this is a quality of comics. Once the
comic book is finished, it's time to print it out. Usually it's in print, but sometimes it's going to be digital. The printer is selected and paid for a certain number of comics. Sometimes as fast as a few weeks, the comic book can be printed and ready for sale. Once the comic is ready for sale, and often before it's even finished,
it's time to get the word out. Press releases on websites and magazines as well as advertisements in those will also help get the word out. Viewing copies when it is ready can be sent to reviewers, if the comic is good, it can often get a start with the noise generated by the Internet. You need a way to get your comic to
the masses. The most common is Diamond Comics, a largely distributor for retailers. The submission process is tricky and you have to make sales fast, but it may be worth it to get a comic book for retailers. Other paths will go to comic conventions that are taking place all over the world. You can build a website to sell
and send them in the mail and even foot slog it to comic book stores and see if they will sell it too. (Pocket-lint) - Sony plans to lead the original PlayStation content with a new television show based on the Powers comic book series.Sony Pictures Television has signed up to produce a superhero fantasy and crime noir
series that consists of 10 hour-long episodes and focuses on the murder of a detective who investigates cases involving people with superhuman abilities or strength. The concept of the series has undergone years of development, including the FX pilot, but now it finally has a chance to sell through the PlayStation game
console as an exclusive PlayStation Network, according to Hollywood Reporter.As Sony's PlayStation first original series, Powers will directly rival Microsoft's original series lineup for the Xbox Live platform. In December, Variety, citing an interview with Microsoft's President of Entertainment and Digital Media, reported
that Microsoft wanted to launch original content in the first quarter of 2014. We know that the company is currently developing a live action movie based on the game Halo with film producer Steven Spielberg, and he will even co-produce live events such as Miss Teen USA. READ: Microsoft Xbox to launch first original
series at the beginning did not show if it plans to charge users for access to the original content. He may decide to include access to view in PlayStation Plus Plus However, according to Engadget, the exclusivity of PlayStation Network powers is only used in the United States. Sony Pictures will license the series to
internationally networked networks (similar to what it has done in the past with shows like Breaking Bad or Justified), although a premiere date has yet to be announced. As for whoever signed up to work on the upcoming series, comic book writer Charlie Houston (Wolverine) is on board with Powers' co-creators Brian
Michael Bendis and Michael Avon Oeming. The company's confusion circle (The Walking Dead) will oversee production, and Michael Dinner (Wonder Years) is being billed as executive producer and director along with executive producer Remy Aubuchon (The Fall of The Sky). Written by Alice Yates. Whether you're an

expert or just picking up your first comic book, these guides to the best reads, film adaptations, characters, creators and conventions will lead you from buddy to hero. 4/10/2015 3:58:42 PM +00:00 2015-04-10T15:58:42 4/10/2015 5:54:50 PM +00:00 2015-04-10T17:54:50 4/10/2015 1:32:31 PM +00:00 2015-0410T13:32:31 4/10/2015 5:29:18 PM +00:00 2015-04-10T17:29:18 4/10/2015 6:44:22 PM +00:00 2015-04-10T18:44:22 4/10/2015 8:33:43 PM +00:00 2015-04-10T20:33:43 From Freddy vs. Jason to Alien vs. Predator, audiences love the idea of pop cultural icons facing off against one another on the big screen. As a
result, movies may not always get the warm answer that fans hope, but with Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice heading into theaters this year and the recent announcement of Godzilla vs. Kong, it sounds like franchise mashups could be due to a comeback. Here are five potential cross-films that will send moviegoers
flocking to theaters and fans salivating over the possibilities. While there are an endless number of fun movie events that could come together, we focus on those that at least have some priority in other media and make sense from a business perspective as well as creative. 1. X-Men, Fantastic Four and Avengers
Source: Marvel Random Moviegoers may be wondering why Earth's richest heroes have yet to meet Marvel mutants on the big screen. However, while such a standoff is easy to arrange in the world of comics - in fact, Marvel published the Avengers vs. X-Men limited series in 2012 - the fact remains that the rights of the
characters to the film are still divided between Marvel Studios and Fox, respectively. Chances are, X-Men could cross paths with Fantastic Four at some point, since Fox owns the rights to all of these characters, but if rumors that Marvel Studios and Fox may be nearing some sort of deal prove right, heaven could be the
limit. 2. G.I. Joe and Transformers Source: IDW Hardcore Transformers fans may already be aware that the overall universe for Optimus Prime and the rest of the Autobots are already in the works on at least four more films in development. However, what has not yet happened is a much-needed cross-section with
Hasbro brand, namely G.I. Joe. Although the first two films in this franchise were financially successful, they never achieved the widespread popularity of Michael Bay's Transformers films. The two series have teamed up before, starting with the start of the Marvel Comics launch in the mid-1980s, and since Paramount
has its hands in both franchises, the team-up film seems inevitable. 3. Robocop vs. Terminator Source: Dark Horse, from the mid to late 1980s, Terminator and Robocop movies explored various aspects of what happens when a person and a machine are combined as one. So why has the film never explored what
happens when the best Cyberdyne come out against the cybernetic Alex Murphy? At the moment, Sony is developing ideas to continue the reboot of Robocop 2014, and thanks to the average reception of Terminator: Genisys, this series certainly needs a new approach. With both franchises at a bit of a crossroads, there
was no better time for Sony and Paramount to put aside their differences and bring that battle - first seen in dark horse comics back in 1992 - to life for real. 4. Ash vs. Any Source: Starz For decades, fans have demanded Bruce Campbell to reprise his role as chainsaw-arm Ash from The Sam Raimi Evil Dead trilogy.
Now that he's finally back in action for the Starz Ash series against the Evil Dead, time is perfect for the character to confront some of the movie's scariest horror movie villains. 2007-2008 limited comic book series imagines Freddie's opportunities against Jason vs. Ash, and with Campbell in the piece and Robert
Englund for playing Freddy Krueger again, perhaps the new Starz series can hint at great things to come to Ashley J. Williams. After all, such a modern monster mash would be a pretty big screen return for the hero. Groovy. 5. Star Trek meets Doctor Who Source: IDW As Star Trek and Doctor Who have their roots in the
1960s, and the two franchises each have a rotating cast of characters, centering on exploring other worlds and sizes, and a humanitarian mission to secure a better future. In addition, they both retain monstrous international fans and stand as pillars of science fiction and geek culture. Thus, the fact that the only true
crossroads between them was the limited 2012 series published by IDW seems utterly criminal. No matter what doctor or enterprise crew movie version followed, the principles of both franchises remain relevant today, and the geek world could just explode in delight if it ever happened. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter
@CrookedTable Check Entertainment Cheat sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Leaf: Leaf: power rangers comic book online. power rangers comic book value. power rangers comic book box. power rangers comic book reading order. power rangers comic book download. power rangers comic book
collection. power rangers comic book read online. power rangers comic book list
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